
and the baroque guitar 
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Guitar chords with a flurry of strummed strings sonorities we 

gard as commonplace revolutionized the sound of music at the 

1500s and opened up a new universe of musical thought in Western 

Melody and counterpoint had reigned supreme throughout the 

as the principal musical aspects of a composition, but around 

role was challenged by a startling new concept harmony. 

viously music consisted of horizontal melodic threads interwoven 

lush polyphonic fabric (in which harmonies arose merely as an 

byproduct), a new school of thought in the seventeenth century 

work could be governed from the outset by its harmony. Chords 

starting point of a composition, not an afterthought. The vertical 

of sounds, as opposed to the horizontal, became paramount. No 

better represents this radical transformation than the guitar, which 

the forefront of this aesthetic revolution from the horizontal to the 

This shift is born out in the guitar's early notational systems, 

techniques, musical repertoire, and functional roles in society. 

Equally importantly, the guitar found itself in the center of 

turmoil and upheavals of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

1500s, the guitar was a lowbrow instrument that was overshadowed 

more sophisticated vihuela and lute. But in the 1600s, the guitar was 

from the culture of the street to that of the royal courts. No longer 

to such venues as neighborhood barber shops or gypsy camp fires, 

now found itself equally at home on the operatic stage or in the 

kings and queens. In the 1700s, traditional European class 

turned topsy-turvy by scientific advances, a transformed economy 

industrial technologies as opposed to agricultural production, a 

middle class, and world explorations that opened the door for the 

interactions of continents and cultures. Once again, the mercurial 

always adapting to new situations found itself at the center of this 

transformed society with its middle-class values and multifarious 

identities. 

Nothing better illustrates the shift from the horizontal 

the vertical around 1600 than guitar notiltion and guitar treatises. 
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publication dedicated to the five-course guitar, Joan Carles 

espafiola y vandola (1586), underscores the dominance of 

melody, since his treatise delves into tHe chord fingerings 

progressions the plucking of individual notes is never an 

compares the harmonies of a piece to the colors of a 

makes the bold claim that anyone can play along on any 

understands the harmonic structure: 

The good and expert painter has ready at his disposal all of the 

are necessary for painting; they are available at his whim and 

wants to paint a man, or a lion, or an ox. In the same way, we 

equipped ourselves with all of the chord fingerings, that are like 

material and like the painter's colors, from which one can form 

of tonality and key by leaping from one [chord] to the next. 

fingerings one can play the vacas, gallardas, villanos, italianas, 

other similar ones in all twelve keys. And that which makes 

(and to many will seem impossible!), is that with these chord 

anybody at all can play along with any musical instrument on 

piece one might play or might be able to play.2 

The notation itself, too, highlights harmonic thinking. 

full chords with a single numeral. His number" 1" results in 

"2" is A major, "3" is D major, and he continues in this 

the circle offifths until he ultimately reaches number "12" 

the cycle on B major. He accommodates minor chords by 

"b" for bemolado (meaning "flat") to the numerals, and 

through alJ twelve minor harmonies; "1 b" is E minor, "2b" is 

is D minor, etc. Thus, Amat's orthography splendidly 

but this notation leaves melody to fend for itself. In one 

pletely reverses the priorities of lute and vihuela tablature 

1500s in which melodic points are depicted with precision, 

occur only as the incidental byprod uct of the melodic voice 

After Amat's treatise, the Italians dreamed up yet 

system called the alfabeto in which alphabet letters rather 

indicate to the guitarist which chord fingerings should 

Although alfabeto fingerings are handy shortcuts that tell the 

ticular chord shapes, unfortunately these alphabet letters do 

to the names of the chords in a traditional music theory 

alfabeto chord shape designated as "N' does not produce an 

mony but instead results in a G chord. The ensuing 

confusing and counterintuitive. The a~fabeto shape 

duces a C major harmony, the letter "c" results in a D 

"D" produces an A minor ... and the system winds its way 

semi-arbitrary fashion. Its problems aside, alphabet tablature 

sufficient information to get a novice strumming along with 
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Amat'spublication dedicated to the five-course guitar, Joan Carles Amat's Guitarra 
harmonyespanola y vandola (1586), underscores the dominance of harmony over 
andmelody, since his treatise delves into the chord fingerings and harmonic 

- issue.progressions - the plucking of individual notes is never an issue. l Amat 
paintingcompares the harmonies of a piece to the colors of a painting and then 

piecemakes the bold claim that anyone can play along on any piece if he Or she 

understands the harmonic structure: 

colorsThe good and expert painter has ready at his disposal all of the colors that 
fancyare necessary for painting; they are available at his whim and fancy if he 
havewants to paint a man, or a lion, or an ox. In the same way, we have 

equipped ourselves with all of the chord fingerings, that are like raw raw 

everymaterial and like the painter's colors, from which one can form every kind 
Withof tonality and key by leaping from one I chord] to the next. With these 
pavanIJsfingerings one can play the vacas, gallardas, villanos, italianas, pavanas - and 

other similar ones - in all twelve keys. - And that which makes one marvel one 

fingerings,(and to many will seem impossible!), is that with these chord fingerings, 
whateveranybody at all can play along with any musical instrument on whatever

piece one might play or might be able to play.2

AmatThe notation itself, too, highlights harmonic thinking. Amat indicates 

full chords with a single numeral. His number" I" results in E major, his 
manner"2" is A major, "3" is 0 major, and he continues in this manner through 
whichthe circle of fifths until he ultimately reaches number" 12" which completes 
addingthe cycle on B major. He accommodates minor chords by adding the suffix 

similarly"b" for bemolado (meaning "flat") to the numerals, and similarly wanders 

through aJI twelve minor harmonies; "1 b" is E minor, "2b" is A minor, "3b" A 

clarifiesis D minor, etc. Thus, Amat's orthography splendidly clarifies each chord, 
stroke,but this notation leaves melody to fend for itself. In one stroke, Amat COlll

pletely reverses the priorities of lute and vihuela tablature notation of the notation 

1500s in which melodic points are depicted with precision, but harmonies but 

occur only as the incidental byprod uct of the melodic voice leading. leading. 

After Amat's treatise, the italians dreamed up yet another notationalanother 

- thansystem called the alfabeto in which alphabet letters - rather than numerals

indicate to the guitarist which chord fingerings should be depressed. be 

Although alfabeto fingerings are handy shortcuts that tell the guitarist par guitarist 

ticular chord shapes, unfortunately these alphabet letters do not correspond not 

to the names of the chords in a traditional music theory sense. That is, thesense. 

alfabeto chord shape designated as "A" does not produce an A major har A 

match-upsmony but instead results in a G chord. The ensuing match-ups are equally 
designatedconfusing and counterintuitive. The a~fabeto shape designated as "E" pro

duces a C major harmony, the letter "c" results in a D major, the letter major, 

"D" produces an A minor ... and the system winds its way forward in a forward 

semi-arbitrary fashion. Its problems aside, alphabet tablature does provide does 

sufficient information to get a novice strumming along with the rest of the the 
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Example 10.1 Millioni and Monte, Vera e facil modo d'imparare (1678), p. 6, "Alfabeto 
straodinario nuovamente inventato" 
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crew. And like Amat's notation, this is harmonically driven. It is the chords, 

not the tune, that the guitarist is playing. 

The first appearance ofthe Italian alfabeto occurs in Montesardo's Nuova 

inventione d'intavolatura of 1606.3 Montesardo's chord shapes are explicit, 

but his rhythms are up for grabs; the works are only playable if one already 

knows the piece. Sanseverino, on the heels of Montesardo, resolves the issue 

of rhythmic ambiguity and he also verbally articulates what previously has 

been implied by Montesardo's notation system that is, the dominant role 

that harmony plays in this guitar literature. He postulates that "it seems 

to me that the Spanish guitar ought to be played with full strokes and not 

otherwise ... [since pl ucking] removes entirely the harmony."4 Abatessa and 

Colonna subsequently explore further harmonic possibilities with "shifted 

chords" (what we now call "bar chords") than can be slid up and down the 

neck of the guitar to any location. They also compose short harmonic loops 

as a form of variation; Abatessa and Colonna embellish harmonies through 

the use of "satellite chords," brief chordal excursions that are caught in the 

orbit of the original chord and revolve around it as a sort of temporary 

harmonic center. 5 Once again, we see the conceptual shift from melody to 

harmony; whereas Renaissance composers had viewed embellishment as the 

addition of florid runs that decorate the melody, Abatessa's and Colonna's 

embellishments are fully chordal, where active chord changes spin around 

the chordal contour. 

To further spice up the harmonic palette, several guitarists present chord 

symbols that are embedded with dissonances. Foriano Pico in his Nuova 

seelta di sonate per la ehitarra spagnola, flavors his compositions with unsta

ble, dissonant chords that he labels lettere tagliati and which subsequent 

authors sometimes call lettere false, alfabeto falso, or alfabeto disonarzte. 6 

Similarly, Pietro Millioni's and Lodovico Monte's new additions to the 

alfabeto system employ wildly dissonant, spunky harmonies that they iden

tify as "newly invented, extraordinary alphabet chords" (alfabeto straordi

nario l1uovamente inventato) (see Example 10.1).7 

Even Berlioz, \t\Tagner, or Liszt would be hard pressed to match their har

monic daring. \t\That is particularly striking is that the harmonic dissonance 
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crew. And like Amat's notation, this is harmonically driven. It is the chords, 

not the tune, that the guitarist is playing. 

The first appearance ofthe Italian alfabeto occurs in Montesardo's Nuova 

inventione d'intavolatura of 1606.3 Montesardo's chord shapes are explicit, 

but his rhythms are up for grabs; the works are only playable if one already 

knows the piece. Sanseverino, on the heels of Montesardo, resolves the issue 

of rhythmic ambiguity and he also verbally articulates what previously has 

been implied by Montesardo's notation system - that is, the- dominant role 

that harmony plays in this guitar literature. He postulates that "it seems 

to me that the Spanish guitar ought to be played with full strokes and not 

otherwise ... [since pl ucking] removes entirely the harmony."4 Abatessa and 

Colonna subsequently explore further harmonic possibilities with "shifted 

chords" (what we now call "bar chords") than can be slid up and down the 

neck of the guitar to any location. They also compose short harmonic loops 

as a form of variation; Abatessa and Colonna embellish harmonies through 

the use of "satellite chords," brief chordal excursions that are caught in the 

orbit of the original chord and revolve around it as a sort of temporary 

harmonic center. 5 Once again, we see the conceptual shift from melody to 

harmony; whereas Renaissance composers had viewed embellishment as the 

addition of florid runs that decorate the melody, Abatessa's and Colonna's 

embellishments are fully chordal, where active chord changes spin around 

the chordal contour. 

To further spice up the harmonic palette, several guitarists present chord 

symbols that are embedded with dissonances. Foriano Pico in his Nuova 

seelta di sonate per la ehitarra spagnola, flavors his compositions with unsta

ble, dissonant chords that he labels lettere tagliati - and which- subsequent 

authors sometimes call leuere false, alfabeto falso, or alfabeto disonarzte. 6 

Similarly, Pietro Millioni's and Lodovico Monte's new additions to the 

alfabeto system employ wildly dissonant, spunky harmonies that they iden

tify as "newly invented, extraordinary alphabet chords" (alfabeto straordi
nario nuovamente inventato) (see Example 10.1).7 

Even Berlioz, \Nagner, or Liszt would be hard pressed to match their har

monic daring. What is particularly striking is that the harmonic dissonance 
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is not something that arises from careful voice leading, but 

autonomous property of these chord shapes. They are made 

\vith dissonance; the art of preparing and resolving them 

secondary importance. Stefano Pesori and Giovanni Paolo 

pOl-ate appoggiaturas and fluid passing tones into their chord 

usually by moving fingers on the first and second courses 

"mixed tablature" that fuses together elements of both the 

alfabeto system with the individual note placements made 

older lute tablature. These "altered alfabeto" chords are 

stable triads, and as chords are slightly altered and restored, the 

elements of melody begin peeking out of the texture once 

The elegant interplay between strummed and plucked 

Foscarini's fifth book served as a model for Francesco 

to the mixed style in his second publication, the Varii capricci 
spagnola (Milan, 1643).9 In the hands of Corbetta, at last the 

vated from the level ofan amateur's hobby to that of a virtuoso 

It would be hard to overemphasize the role Corbetta played in 

guitar as an instrument worthy ofserious study and 

European continent. He brought together and synthesized the 

worlds of the lute and the guitar: he maintained the 

from the early guitar's genesis (rich in their vertical 

into that texture the single melodic notes and momentary 

from the lutenist's realm. These mixed elements, ilrst distilled 

and Corbetta, were then perfected by subsequent masters such 

Roncalli, de Visee, Campion, Murcia, ie Cocq, and Sanz and 

the mixed style survived up to the middle of the 1700s when 

aesthetic supplanted that of the Baroque. 

Baroque vs. classical guitar 

The baroque guitar differs dramatically from its younger 

six-string "classical guitar."]O Its body is much smaller with a 

length, and the curvature of the upper and lower bouts is 

Instead of employing the "fan bracing" developed by Antonio 

nineteenth century, the baroque guitar uses a simple pair of 

running on either side of the sound hole producing a 

introspective sonority (see the chapter by Stewart Pollens in 

for detailed technical information on baroque guitar 

baroque guitar ideally utilizes light-tension gut strings that give 

sparkle to the instrument; its crystalline sonorities are further 
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is not something that arises from careful voice leading, but is instead an is 

autonomous property of these chord shapes. They are made to be charged to 

\vith dissonance; the art of preparing and resolving them seems to be of seems 

secondary importance. Stefano Pesori and Giovanni Paolo Foscarini incor Foscarini 

pOl-ate appoggiaturas and fluid passing tones into their chord progressions _ progressio 

usually by moving fingers on the first and second courses - in a kind of 

"mixed tablature" that fuses together elements of both the newer chordal newer 

alfabeto system with the individual note placements made possible in the possible 

interpolatedolder lute tablature. These "altered alfabeto" chords are interpolated between 

stable triads, and as chords are slightly altered and restored, the rudimentary rudimentary 

elements of melody begin peeking out of the texture once again. 8 again. 

The elegant interplay between strummed and plucked styles found in styles 

Corbetta'sFoscarini's fifth book served as a model for Francesco Corbetta's transition 

to the mixed style in his second publication, the Varii capricci per la ghitarra per 

spagnola (Milan, 1643).9 In the hands of Corbetta, at last the guitar was ele guitar 

vated from the level ofan amateur's hobby to that of a virtuoso instrument. 

It would be hard to overemphasize the role COl-betta played in promoting the promoting 

developmentguitar as an instrument worthy ofserious study and development across the 

European continent. He brought together and synthesized the two disparate two 

strummedworlds of the lute and the guitar: he maintained the strummed techniques 

harmonies)from the early guitar's genesis (rich in their vertical harmonies) and wove 

into that texture the single melodic notes and momentary counterpoint counterpoint 

from the lutenist's realm. These mixed elements, ilrst distilled by Foscarini 

and Corbetta, were then perfected by subsequent masters such as Bartolotti, as 

- - inRoncalli, de Visee, Campion, Murcia, ie Cocq, and Sanz and in their hands 

the mixed style survived up to the middle of the 1700s when the Classical 

aesthetic supplanted that of the Baroque. 

Baroque vs. classical guitar 

The baroque guitar differs dramatically from its younger sibling, the 

six-string "classical guitar."]O Its body is much smaller with a reduced string reduced 

length, and the curvature of the upper and lower bouts is more slender. more 

Instead of employing the "fan bracing" developed by Antonio Torres in the Torres 

nineteenth century, the baroque guitar uses a simple pair of parallel braces parallel 

- muchrunning on either side of the sound hole - producing a much lighter and 

introspective sonority (see the chapter by Stewart Pollens in this volume 

for detailed technical information on baroque guitar construction). Theconstruction). 

baroque guitar ideally utilizes light-tension gut strings that give a translucent a 

sparkle to the instrument; its crystalline sonorities are further "lightened" 
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in some tunings in which bass strings (bordones) are few or absent 

Like those of the lute, the baroque guitar's strings leave the 

from holes drilled in the bridge. This system differs substantially 

modern classical guitar's where the strings, having left the 

holes, must then immediately ascend over a small piece of ivory 

called a saddle. Although visually small, this addition gives the 

guitar an enormous boost in sound volume, for once a string is 

the vibrations are efficiently transmitted into the guitar's 

the saddle. On the baroque guitar, however, much of a string's 

absorbed by the bridge without directly motivating the 

Whereas the classical guitar's range spans several octaves, its 

strings extending from the bass to the soprano registers, the 

range is more constrained; it employs five courses rather than six 

being either a single string or a pair of strings that are grouped so 

they comprise one performable unit). The first course is usually a 

(its singing clarity earning it the name of cantino or chanterelle) 
remaining eight strings being spaced together into four pairs. On 

all the baroque guitar's standard tunings resemble the modern 

five strings that descend in order: e1bgda. One baroque tuning 

modern guitar with its uninterrupted descent from high- to 

strings (see Example 1O.2a). On the other hand, the baroque 

other options that result in lighter textures. One popular tuning, for 

abandons bass sonorities altogether and advocates the exclusive 

pitched treble strings. ll In this tuning, beginning with the 

the pitches descend from e1 to b to g (like the modern guitar), 

suddenly leap upwards to a treble d I and a thus making the g on 

course the lowest-sounding note on the instrument (see 

Some guitarists identify this stringing as "re-entrant" tuning, since 

sounds initially descend but then later "re-enter" as one strums 

instrument. Another tuning splits the fourth and fifth courses 

with each ofthem having both a treble and a bass string; thus a d 1 is 

with a d on the fourth course, and an a is coupled with an A on 

(see Example 1O.2c). Still another tuning arose that was 

by the French and other guitarists within the orbit of French 

this solution employs the octave split on the fourth course and 

unison treble strings on the fifth course. For this last tuning, 

sounding note is the bass d on the fourth course (see Example 

a handful ofinstrumentalists employed yet another tuning in 

course is split into octaves; the highest -sounding gl soars above its 

(see Example 10.2e). 12 

These distinctions between the modern and baroque 
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in some tunings in which bass strings (bordones) are few or absent altogether. altogether. 

bridge directlylike those of the lute, the baroque guitar's strings leave the bridge directly 

from holes drilled in the bridge. This system differs substantially from the from the 

bridge's drilled modern classical guitar's where the strings, having left the bridge's drilled 

holes, must then immediately ascend over a small piece of ivory (or plastic)(or plastic) 

called a saddle. Although visually small, this addition gives the modern modern 

guitar an enormous boost in sound volume, for once a string is plucked, plucked, 

soundboard viathe vibrations are efficiently transmitted into the guitar's soundboard via 

the saddle. On the baroque guitar, however, much of a string's energy is energy is 

soundboard.absorbed by the bridge without directly motivating the soundboard. 

Whereas the classical guitar's range spans several octaves, its six single six single 

baroque guitar'sstrings extending from the bass to the soprano registers, the baroque guitar's 

range is more constrained; it employs five courses rather than six (a course (a course 

being either a single string or a pair of strings that are grouped so closely thatclosely that 

they comprise one performable unit). The first course is usually a single e1 single e1 

(its singing clarity earning it the name of cantino or chanterelle) with the with the 

remaining eight strings being spaced together into four pairs. On the surface, the surface, 

guitar's first all the baroque guitar's standard tunings resemble the modern guitar's first 

replicates the five strings that descend in order: e1bgda. One baroque tuning replicates the 
low-soundingmodern guitar with its uninterrupted descent from high- to low-sounding 

guitar offeredstrings (see Example 1O.2a). On the other hand, the baroque guitar offered 

other options that result in lighter textures. One popular tuning, for instance, instance, 

abandons bass sonorities altogether and advocates the exclusive use of highuse of high

first course, pitched treble strings. ll In this tuning, beginning with the first course, 

the pitches descend from e1 to b to g (like the modern guitar), but then but then 

- the thirdsuddenly leap upwards to a treble d 1 and a - thus making the g on the third 

course the lowest-sounding note on the instrument (see Example 1O.2b). 

Some guitarists identify this stringing as "re-entrant" tuning, since the treble the treble 

sounds initially descend but then later "re-enter" as one strums across the across the 

into octaves 

Example 1O.2b). 

instrument. Another tuning splits the fourth and fifth courses into octaves 

with each ofthem having both a treble and a bass string; thus a d 1 is grouped grouped 

with a d on the fourth course, and an a is coupled with an A on course 5 course 5 

particularly adored(see Example 1O.2c). Still another tuning arose that was particularly adored 

by the French and other guitarists within the orbit of French influence; influence; 
this solution employs the octave split on the fourth course and a pair of a pair of 
unison treble strings on the fifth course. For this last tuning, the lowestthe lowest

10.2d). Lastly, sounding note is the bass d on the fourth course (see Example lO.2d). Lastly, 

a handful ofinstrumentalists employed yet another tuning in which the third 

course is split into octaves; the highest -sounding gl soars above its neighbors neighbors 
(see Example 10.2e).12 

These distinctions between the modern and baroque guitars guitars are 

which the third 

are not not 
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Example 10.2 Baroque guitar !unings 
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mere academic curiosities; they lie at the heart of different 

sibilities. The classical guitar is perfectly designed for 

interweaving of separate contrapuntal lines. The baroque 

for homophony and is ideal as a strummed chordal 

classical guitar literature is for solo performance with the 

individual rather than the ensemble. In the baroque, these 

inverted; the sparkling tinkle of the baroque guitar was a 

of ensemble performance (as evidenced by the nearly 

on accompanying in baroque guitar manuals). The sound 

baroque guitar and classical guitar are worlds apart: the 

imposing and resonant; the baroque is introspective and 

Ornamentation, strumming and other effects 

It was this sparkling world of delicacy that became the 

guitar literature. A perusal of baroque guitar books reveals 

with "flavor" or color. Even from the outset, when technique 

on strumming rather than plucking, guitarists already 

different effects such as the repicco and trilla. Pietro Millioni in 

the rather complex strumming technique known as repicco 
thumb and middle finger strum downwards, and then the 

an upwards direction along with the index finger which plucks 

rather than enveloping all the courses. There is a flurry of

ity followed by the index finger's single melodic note that 

the texture. 13 Similarly, the trilla (which has no relationship to 

trill) employed the index finger in a rapid up-and-down strul1l.

ming techniques or batterie reached new heights in Francesco 

Guitarre royalle dediee au Roy de la Grande Bretagne (Paris, 

stems of various lengths to indicate which finger of the right 

in his "Caprice de chacone," Corbetta fashions a torrent of

that foreshadow the energetic fervor of a modern flamenco 
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Example 10.2 Baroque guitar !unings 
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mere academic curiosities; they lie at the heart of different artistic sen
polyphony

sibilities. The classical guitar is perfectly designed for polyphony and the 
guitar

interweaving ofseparate contrapuntal lines. The baroque guitar is designed
instrument.

for homophony and is ideal as a strummed chordal instrument. The bulk of 
spotlight

classical guitar literature is for solo performance with the spotlight On the 
preferences

individual rather than the ensemble. In the baroque, these preferences are 
standard

inverted; the sparkling tinkle of the baroque guitar was a standard element 
obligatory

of ensemble performance (as evidenced by the nearly obligatory sections 
qualities

on accompanying in baroque guitar manuals). The sound qualities of the 
classical

baroque guitar and classical guitar are worlds apart: the classical guitar is 
delicate.

imposing and resonant; the baroque is introspective and delicate. 

Ornamentation, strumming and other effects 
coreIt was this sparkling world of delicacy that became the core of baroque 

guitar literature. A perusal of baroque guitar books reveals a fascination a 

concentratedwith "flavor" or color. Even from the outset, when technique concentrated 
presentedon strumming rather than plucking, guitarists already presented a myriad of 

1627different effects such as the repiccoand trilla. Pietro Millioni in 1627 describes 
inthe rather complex strumming technique known as repicco in which the 

thumbthumb and middle finger strum downwards, and then the thumb returns in 
the an upwards direction along with the index finger which plucks the first string 

undulatingrather than enveloping all the courses. There is a flurry of undulating sonor
ringsity followed by the index finger's single melodic note that rings out above 

the texture. 13 Similarly, the trilla (which has no relationship to the melodic 
14 

trill) employed the index finger in a rapid up-and -down strum. 14 The strum
Corbetta'sming techniques or batterie reached new heights in Francesco Corbetta's La 

1671Guitarre royalle dediee au Roy de la Grande Bretagne (Paris, 1671) .15 He uses 
handstems of various lengths to indicate which finger of the right hand strums; 

cascadingin his "Caprice de chacone;' Corbetta fashions a torrent ofcascading strums 
bulerias.that foreshadow the energetic fervor of a modern flamenco bulerias. 16 



159 The baroque guitar 

In later repertoire where individual notes are plucked, ornamentation 

abounds, and each phrase sometimes each note is given a different 

nuance or "flavor." More than any other feature, it is the variety of flavored 

shadings that motivated the baroque guitar aesthetics in the last half of the 

seventeenth century. Francisco Guerau, for example, decorates almost every 

available pitch with adornments, and he verbally emphasizes the importance 

of ornamentation in his introductory comments to his Poema harmonico 

(1694).17 In his "Advice to Beginners," Guerau elucidates the rudiments of 

performance technique, the way to read tablature notation, and the way to 

play ornaments such as slurs (extrasinos), trills (trinos or aleados), mordents 

(mordentes), and vibrato (temblor). At the conclusion of his explication, he 

sums up the indispensable role of ornamentation by stating: 

These performance tips that I have explained as well as ones that I will 

not address are required by the guitar of anyone who might wish to play 

it with some skill. And although all of these points are essential for a good 

result, that which is the most gorgeous and causes the most harmony is the 

persistence of the trill, mordent, slur, and arpeggio. And although it is true 

that it will sound just fine if one plays good music in rhythm on an 

instrument that is in tune, nevertheless, by using these adornments 

which are the heart and soul of music you will see the difference between 

one [good] performance and the other. 18 

Other guitarists cover similar territory in their tablature books, prais

ing the effects of ornamentation and providing detailed lists of the specific 

adornments or agrhnents. Francesco Corbetta's La Guitarre royalle maps out 

the proper execution of ornaments (explaining them in both Italian and 

French), covering the trill (tremblementor tremolo), appoggiatura (cl1eute or 

!?belimento), slur (roullement or strascio) , mordent (martellement or reba

timento), vibrato (f7attementor tremolo :,jorzato) , cadence figures (cadenses 

or cadenzze), and the sustaining of a pitch (tenue or tenute).19 Nearly every 

other prominent guitarist ventures into the same collage ofsonorities, some 

even exploring further refinements such as the different sonority evoked by 

different right-hand fingerings. 2o Robert de Visee and Nicolas Derosier pre

scribe which right-hand finger executes any given gesture, and they clearly 

are attuned to multifarious and subtle distinctions caused by different-sized 

fingers and the different timbres produced by fingertips and fingernails. 21 

A finger's downstroke emphasizes the crisp attack of the nail against the 

string, whereas the same finger in an upstroke elicits a warmer group

ing of overtones as the broad flesh of the finger brushes by the string. 

The thumb's pudgy width and its strength produces a rotund and force

ful sound compared to the narrower and brighter-sounding index finger 
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In later repertoire where individual notes are plucked, ornamentation 

abounds, and each phrase - sometimes- each note - is given - a different 

nuance or "flavor." More than any other feature, it is the variety of flavored 

shadings that motivated the baroque guitar aesthetics in the last half of the 

seventeenth century. Francisco Guerau, for example, decorates almost every 

available pitch with adornments, and he verbally emphasizes the importance 

of ornamentation in his introductory comments to his Poema harmonica 

(1694).17 In his "Advice to Beginners," Guerau elucidates the rudiments of 

performance technique, the way to read tablature notation, and the way to 

play ornaments such as slurs (extrasinos), trills (trinos or aleados) , mordents 

(mordentes), and vibrato (temblor). At the conclusion of his explication, he 

sums up the indispensable role of ornamentation by stating: 

These performance tips that I have explained - as well as -ones that I will

not address - are required by the guitar of anyone who might wish to play 

it with some skill. And although all of these points are essential for a good 

result, that which is the most gorgeous and causes the most harmony IS the 

persistence of the trill, mordent, slur, and arpeggio. And although it is true 

that it will sound just fine if one plays good music in rhythm on an 

instrument that is in tune, nevertheless, by using these adornments  

\vhich are the heart and soul of music - you will see the difference betvveen 

one [good] performance and the other. 18 

Other guitarists cover similar territory in their tablature books, prais

ing the effects of ornamentation and providing detailed lists of the specific 

adornments or agre,nents. Francesco Corbetta's La Guitarre royalle maps out 

the proper execution of ornaments (explaining them in both Italian and 

French), covering the trilJ (tremblemen tor tremolo), appoggiatura (cheute or 

abelirnento), slur (roullement or strascio) , mordent (martellement or reba

timento), vibrato (flattementor tremolo :,jorzato) , cadence figures (caderzses 

or cadenzze), and the sustaining of a pitch (tenUe or tenute).19 Nearly every 

other prominent guitarist ventures into the same collage ofsonorities, some 

even exploring further refinements such as the different sonority evoked by 

different right-hand fingerings. 2o Robert de Visee and Nicolas Derosier pre

scribe which right-hand finger executes any given gesture, and they clearly 

are attuned to multifarious and subtle distinctions caused by different-sized 

fingers and the different timbres produced by fingertips and fingernails. 21 

A finger's downstroke emphasizes the crisp attack of the nail against the 

string, whereas the same finger in an upstroke elicits a warmer group

ing of overtones as the broad flesh of the finger brushes by the string. 

The thumb's pudgy width and its strength produces a rotund and force

ful sound compared to the narrower and brighter-sounding index finger 
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whose crispness is preferred by de Visee at final cadences. 

apply to the playing of chords as well: sometimes a chord's 

taneously plucked and at other times they are rolled in a 

At times a chord is enunciated by the crisp, downward 

gernail, and at other times the guitarist produces a mellower 

soft flesh of the thumb as it descends across the strings. In 

variance of timbre is the aesthetic prize. This is in direct 

Classical aesthetic where consistency of timbre was the 

classical guitarists, the melodic line is a unified thread much 

of spaghetti. For baroque guitarists, however, an elegant 

should be rich in nuanced timbres, each note and each 

own color and articulation rather like a salad of diverse 

flavors that somehow blend and combine according to the 

chef. 

And de Visee carefully arranges the fingerings to bring 

octave ofa course; that is, his specific choices result in a finger 

the particular string of the pair that will best maintain smooth 

in the context of the phrase. When the bass string is to 

index finger strike in an upward direction, bringing out the 

is strung closest to the floor). Ifhe wants the treble to 

the thumb which will strike the treble string initially and 

force. 

Several artists explore more adventuresome timbral 

de Murcia employs a percussive golpc presumably the 

tar top with the right hand in his lively setting of the 

cumbe.22 One of the most spectacular and novel effects 

baroque guitar is campanelas (bell-like runs), made 

strument's re-entrant tuning. 23 Since the five courses all 

sound in the same octave, the guitarist is therefore able to 

or descending scales in step\vise motion merely by 

by depressing notes with the left hand as is necessary on the 

tar. Since consecutive pitches are played on different strings, 

to ring in a bell-like effect (hence the name campanclas, 
word campana meaning "bell"). The glittering notes race by bu

project in much the same way that un-stopped sounds 

in a piano when one depresses the damper pedal. The effect 

and one has only to look at the splendid lines in the works of 

Bartolotti, or Santiago de Murcia to see what a breathtaking 

be. Sadly, campanelas is impossible on the modern classical 

rapid shifting between strings generates all sorts of octave 

that preclude any linear melodic movement. 
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Nuancedwhose crispness is preferred by de Visee at final cadences. Nuanced colors 

notes areapply to the playing of chords as well: sometimes a chord's notes are simul

gentle arpeggio.taneously plucked and at other times they are rolled in a gentle arpeggio. 

stroke ofAt times a chord is enunciated by the crisp, downward stroke of the fin

gernail, and at other times the guitarist produces a mellower strum by the strum 

soft flesh of the thumb as it descends across the strings. In short, subtle short, 

oppositionvariance of timbre is the aesthetic prize. This is in direct opposition to the 

desirableClassical aesthetic where consistency of timbre was the desirable goal; for 

classical guitarists, the melodic line is a unified thread - much like a strand - like 

musicalof spaghetti. For baroque guitarists, however, an elegant musical phrase 

chord havingshould be rich in nuanced timbres, each note and each chord having its 

- - and refreshingown color and articulation rather like a salad of diverse and refreshing 

flavors that somehow blend and combine according to the whim of the whim 

chef. 

And de Visee carefully arranges the fingerings to bring out the properout the 

octave ofa course; that is, his specific choices result in a finger striking harderstriking 

the particular string of the pair that will best maintain smooth voice leading voice 

dominate, hein the context of the phrase. When the bass string is to dominate, he has the 

index finger strike in an upward direction, bringing out the bardon (for itbordon 

penetrate, heis strung closest to the floor). Ifhe wants the treble to penetrate, he selects 

the thumb - which will - strike the treble string initially and with greater with 

force. 

options.Several artists explore more adventuresome timbral options. Santiago 

- striking ofde Murcia employs a percussive golpe - presumably the striking of the gui

- African-Americantar top with the right hand - in his lively setting of the African- American 

cumbe.22 peculiarOne of the most spectacular and novel effects peculiar to the 

possible bybaroque guitar is campanelas (bell-like runs), made possible by the in

have stringsstrument's re-entrant tuning. 23 Since the five courses all have strings that 

sound in the same octave, the guitarist is therefore able to play ascending play ascending 

changing strings,or descending scales in stepwise motion merely by changing strings, not 

by depressing notes with the left hand as is necessary on the modern gui modern 

tar. Since consecutive pitches are played on different strings, they continuethey continue 

derived fromto ring in a bell-like effect (hence the name campanelas, derived from the 

word campana meaning "bell"). The glittering notes race by but continue to t continue 

continue toproject in much the same way that un-stopped sounds continue to resonate 

in a piano when one depresses the damper pedal. The effect is stunning, is stunning, 

and one has only to look at the splendid lines in the works of Gaspar Sanz, Gaspar 

Bartolotti, or Santiago de Murcia to see what a breathtaking effect it can effect 

guitar sincebe. Sadly, cnmpanelas is impossible on the modern classical guitar since the 

rapid shifting between strings generates all sorts of octave displacementsdisplacements 

that preclude any linear melodic movement. 
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Accompanying 

Yet another element reinforcing the guitar's role in the 

polyphony to homophony around 1600 was its incessant 

accompanying instrument. New styles and social contexts 

accompaniments, and few instruments were better suited than 

Throughout the Baroque, the guitar thrived in both the 

popular milieu in the tavern, at the palace, or in the plaza. 

quintessential accompanying instrument, and in that respect its 

dramatically from that of the modern classical guitar. vVhereas 

guitarist has to scramble to find first-rate ensemble literature, 

guitar was as much a part ofmainstream ensemble playing as the

or organ. Most guitarists addressed accompanying in a 

and many such as COl'betta, Granata, Matteis, Murcia, Doizi 

Campion, and Sanz wrote perceptively on the figured bass and 

accompanying.24 

The critical role of accompanying in guitar literature is 

the first moments of the Baroque. If one peruses ltalian 

ltalian homophony from the first half of the seventeenth century, 

as nearly obligatory the presence of guitar aljabeto letters above 

to facilitate chordal strumming.25 Girolamo Montesardo an 

vocalist himself and the very same individual who was first to 

tar book utilizing the alfabeto system- sent to press an impressive 

of vocal pieces, ] lieti giorni di Napoli (] 6] 2), that included 

guitar chords over the bass line. 26 Similarly, Kapsberger, 

Vitali meticulously place the alfabeto chords over the basso 

in their vocal publications in the early decades of the seventeenth 

Undoubtedly, the proper accompaniment for these delightful 

include the strummed guitar as part of the musical texture. For 

mentioned artists who were accomplished and erudite 

guitar indications are infrequent. But the rage for accompanied 

spurred lesser talents into the arena as well. Sometimes, an 

understanding of music theory results in alti7beto 

rather laughable. One such fiasco occurs in Abatessa's song 

in the Cespuglio di mrii fiori (1635) in which all bass notes are 

as if they were root position chords, and he cannot figure out the 

between major and minor chords. 28 Of course, Abatessa's 

exception rather than the rule, 

As the Baroque unfolded, several major artists continued to 

siderable attention to the guitar as the accompanying instrument 

music. Giovanni Casalotti's "Villanelle di pill sorte," a gargantuan 

ical of these compendiums, presents almost 200 songs. 29 

]6] The lJiJroql~eguitar 

Accompanying 

revolution fromYet another element reinforcing the guitar's role in the revolution from 
appearance as anpolyphony to homophony around 1600 was its incessant appearance as an 
required chordalaccompanying instrument. New styles and social contexts required chordal 

accompaniments, and few instruments were better suited than the guitar.the guitar. 

courtly and theThroughout the Baroque, the guitar thrived in both the courtly and the 

- - It was thepopular milieu in the tavern, at the palace, or in the plaza. It was the 

quintessential accompanying instrument, and in that respect its role differs role differs 

dramatically from that of the modern classical guitar. vVhereas a modern a modern 

the baroqueguitarist has to scramble to find first-rate ensemble literature, the baroque 
harpsichordguitar was as much a part ofmainstream ensemble playing as the harpsichord 

substantial way,or organ. Most guitarists addressed accompanying in a substantial way, 

and many - such as COl"betta, - Granata, Matteis, Murcia, Doizi de Velasco, de Velasco, 

- the art ofCampion, and Sanz - wrote perceptively on the figured bass and the art of 

accom panying.24 

apparent fromThe critical role of accompanying in guitar literature is apparent from 

publications ofthe first moments of the Baroque. If one peruses ltalian publications of 

ltalian homophony from the first half of the seventeenth century, one finds one finds 

as nearly obligatory the presence of guitar aIfi1beto letters above the melodythe melody 

- accomplishedto facilitate chordal strumming.15 Girolamo rVlontesardo - an accomplished 

vocalist himself and the very same individ ual who was first to publish a gui

tar book utilizing the aIf;1beto system - sent to press an impressive collection collection 

accompanying 

publish a gui

of vocal pieces, I lieti giorni di Napoli (16] 2), that included accompanying 

guitar chords over the bass line. 26 FaJconieri, andSimilarly, Kapsberger, FaJconieri, and 

Vitali meticulously place the al(abeto chords over the basso continuo lines 

in their vocal publications in the early decades of the seventeenth century.27 century.27 

works should 

continuo lines 

Undoubtedly, the proper accompaniment for these delightful works should 

include the strummed guitar as part of the musical texture. For the afore the afore

musicians, errors inmentioned artists who were accomplished and erudite musicians, errors in 

guitar indications are infrequent. But the rage for accompcll1ied vocal songs vocal songs 

author's flimsyspurred lesser talents into the arena as well. Sometimes, an author's flimsy 

understanding of music theory results in al(abeto accompaniments that areaccompaniments that are 
rather laughable. One such fiasco occurs in Abatessa's song arrangementsarrangements 
in the Cespllglio di l'arii fiori (1635) in which all bass notes are harmonized 

as if they were root position chords, and he cannot figure out the differencedifference 

ineptitude is the 

harmonized 

between major and minor chords. 18 Of course, Abatessa's ineptitude is the 

exception rather than the rule. 

As the Baroque unfolded, several major artists continued to devote condevote con
siderable attention to the guitar as the accompanying instrument for vocal for vocal 
music. Giovanni Casalotti's "VilbnelJe di piLl sorte," a gargantuan tome typ tome typ

Similarly, Ivls. 2804ical of these compendiums, presents almost 200 songs. 29 Similarly, Ms. 2804 
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in the Biblioteca Riccardiana contains 173 texted songs, 

passcagli.3o Vocal accompaniments occur in baroque 

exquisite craftsmanship of virtuosi such as Corbetta in 

(1671) and Henry Grenerin in his Livre de guitarre 

The baroque guitar and the theater 

The stage played a role equal to song in the 

guitarists. During the late seventeenth and eighteenth 

remained a mainstay of the Spanish stage and 

either during the play itselfor in the small musical skits 

inserted between the main acts. 32 Before the play's 

usually presented a brief loa (a sort of preface without 

the drama that was to ensue); after Act I either an 

jacaras was mounted. An entremes normally involved a 

a song or two that often were accompanied by dancing. 

characters mercilessly skewer prominent officials in 

riotous pranks. The jacaras was a specific subgenre of

personages were lovable ruffians or peasants who found 

predicament or humorous setting. Even if the playlet's 

piece specifically as a jl1caras, its style can be implied by 

in the libretto. Escarraman, Zurdo, ZurdilIo, and 

Jaques likeable servants, blind beggars, or low-life 

with the law and most often when their names 

the music accompanying their antics to be a jllcaras. 
III, the single member of the cast or the whole troupe 

another short theatrical number, this time the baile or 

title suggests, it could be based on any of the popular 

usually folkloric or "regular" everyday dancing as 

courtly dance or ballet. It represents "popular" street 

And after Act III, to conclude the evening's 

could tack on a mojiganga or fin de fiesta. The 

featured performers with outlandish masks, animal 

disguises much like the fantastical costumes worn at 

In Spain, the standard theater band for a Golden -Age 

baroque guitar coupled with either the harp or vi%n (a 

imply violin as well as cello ).33 Several theater troupes 

three theaters in eighteenth-century Madrid (the Teatro 

de la Cruz, and Canos del Peral), and they habitually 

small ensemble of two or three musicians, which almost 

guitar. The theater troupe oOuan Bautista Chavarria 

Chavarria on harp and Juan de Serqueira on guitar. The 
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here identified 

guitar books with 
in the Biblioteca Riccardiana contains 173 texted songs, here identified as 

his Guitarre
passcagli.3o Vocal accompaniments occur in baroque guitar books with the 

(1680).31
exquisite craftsmanship of virtuosi such as COl-betta in his Gliitarre royalle 
(1671) and Henry Grenerin in his Livre de guitarre (1680).31 

The baroque guitar and the theater performing life of baroque 

centuries, the
The stage played a role equal to song in the performing life of baroque

performed at most comedias,
guitarists. During the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the guitar 

that were customarily
remained a mainstay of the Spanish stage and performed at most comedias,

opening act, the
either during the play itselfor in the small musical skits that were customarily 

any direct bearing
inserted between the main acts. 32 Before the play's opening act, the players

entremes (entr'acte)
usually presented a brief loa (a sort of preface without any direct bearing on 

brief comic plot
the drama that was to ensue); after Act I either an entrernes (entr'acte) or a 

Not infrequently,
jacaraswas mounted. An entremesnormally involved a brief comic plot with 

their witty banter 
a song or two that often were accompanied by dancing. Not infrequently, the 

entr'acte in which
characters mercilessly skewer prominent officials in their witty banter and 

themselves
riotous pranks. The jacaras was a specific subgenre of entr'acte in which the 

text does not
personages were lovable ruffians or peasants who found themselves in some 

the characters'
predicament or humorous setting. Even if the playlet's text does not label a 

Clarin are stereotypical 
piece specifically as a jacaras, its style can be implied by the characters' names 

- scoundrels in
in the libretto. Escarraman, Zurdo, Zurdillo, and Clarin are stereotypical 

- appear, one can
jaques - likeable servants, blind beggars, or low-life scoundrels in trouble 

Between Acts 
with the law - and most often when their names appear, one can expect 

could present
the music accompanying their antics to be a jacaras. Between Acts Jl and 

dance scene.
III, the single member of the cast or the whole troupe could present yet 

dances of the
another short theatrical number, this time the baile or dance scene. As its 

opposed to aristocratic
title suggests, it could be based on any of the popular dances of the time, 

culture, not pageantry.
usually folkloric or "regular" everyday dancing as opposed to aristocratic 

entertainment, the theater
courtly dance or ballet. It represents "popular" street culture, not pageantry.

mojiganga characteristically
And after Act III, to conclude the evening's entertainment, the theater troupe 

costumes or extravagantcould tack on a mojiganga or fin de fiesta. The mojiganga characteristically 
- Mardi Gras.featured performers with outlandish masks, anima] costumes or extravagant 

play consisteddisguises - much like the fantastical costumes worn at Mardi Gras. 
term whichIn Spain, the standard theater band for a Golden -Age play consisted ofthe 

graced the stages
baroque guitar coupled with either the harp or viol6n (a term which could 

del Principe,imply violin as well as cello ).33 Several theater troupes graced the stages ofthe 
brought withthree theaters in eighteenth-century Madrid (the Teatro del Principe, Teatro 

always includedde la Cruz, and Canos del Peral), and they habitually brought with them a 
featured a bandsmall ensemble of two or three musicians, which almost always included the 
reputable musiciansguitar. The theater troupe oOuan Bautista Chavarria featured a band with 

Chavarria on harp and Juan de Serqueira on guitar. The reputable musicians 



working the theaters or coliseos included guitarists Serqueira, Pedro de 

Castro, and Joseph de Salas; the star harpists were Chavarria and Manuel de 

Ferreyra; and the violon parts were deftly played by Juan de Chaves, Salvador 

de Navas, or Pedro de Castro. Remarkably, to this day, that baroque combi

nation of harp and baroque guitar (now called a jarana) and even much 

of the repertoire from its Baroque ancestry thrives in the folk music of 

Veracruz, Mexico.34 The masterly Spanish guitarist and theorist Santiago 

de Murcia was probably the composer for the theatrical works by Francisco 

de Castro, Spain's most important playwright in the opening decades of the 

eighteenth century.35 His guitar teacher, the phenomenal Francisco Guerau, 

also penned dramatic works: one might reasonably assume that the guitar 

found its way into Guerau's accompanying ensembles.36 

In France, too, the guitar was an indispensable part ofthe opera and ballet 

orchestra. Lully's and Campra's luxuriant stage works include guitarists 

repeatedly and in multiple contexts, and the guitar parts were surely played 

with aplomb given that Corbetta, de Visee, Grenerin, and Campion were 

all involved with theatrical productions. One can imagine the splendor 

and thrill when Corbetta himself strolled onto stage leading a group of 

guitarists in the premiere of LuIJy's Ballet de la galanterie du temps in 1656.37 

Henry Grenerin, yet another master of guitar and theorbo, played in Lully's 

Ballet de Psyche and the Ballet royal de l'impatience (1661).38 De Visee, who 

studied under COl'betta's tutelage, ascended to unprecedented heights in 

his compositional subtlety and skill; he too was intimately involved with 

Lully's sumptuous productions, as is evidenced by the large number of 

Lully transcriptions in de Visee's tablature books.39 Guitarists continued 

playing excerpts from French masterpieces long after the original theatrical 

works closed well into the 1700s. As far away as Mexico and California, 

Campra and Lully comprised part of the core instrumental literature, as 

is illustrated by the numerous "fake books" or anthologies found in the 

New World that have Lully and Campra peppered throughout their pages. 

A list of top hits indicates that any self-respecting guitarist would have been 

able to launch into Campra's "Amable" from Hesionc or the Bouree from 

Lully zmd Colasse's Achilles at a moment's notice.4o 

Baroque dance and the guitar 

After song and stage, dance occupied a third critical area for guitar accom

paniment. The Italian tablature books are chock-full of dance genres such as 

the balleto, brando, corrente, sarabanda, alemanda, and giga. Their binary 

constructions place the double bar halfway through or slightly before the 

midpoint. The French have corresponding cousins in the allemande, cour

ante, sarabande, gigue, bouree, gavotte, menuet, etc. Of course, a good deal 
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working the theaters or coliseos included guitarists Serqueira, Pedro de 

Castro, and Joseph de Salas; the star harpists were Chavarria and Manuel de 

Ferreyra; and the viol6n parts were deftly played by Juan de Chaves, Salvador 

de Navas, or Pedro de Castro. Remarkably, to this day, that- baroque combi

nation of harp and baroque guitar (now called a - jarana) - and even much 

of the repertoire from its Baroque ancestry - thrives in the folk music of 

Veracruz, Mexico.34 The masterly Spanish guitarist and theorist Santiago 

de Murcia was probably the composer for the theatrical works by Francisco 

de Castro, Spain's most important playwright in the opening decades of the 

eighteenth century.35 His guitar teacher, the phenomenal Francisco Guerau, 

also penned dramatic works: one might reasonably assume that the guitar 

found its way into Guerau's accompanying ensembles.36 

In France, too, the guitar was an indispensable part ofthe opera and ballet 

orchestra. Lully's and Campra's luxuriant stage works include guitarists 

repeatedly and in multiple contexts, and the guitar parts were surely played 

with aplomb given that Corbetta, de Visee, Grenerin, and Campion were 

all involved with theatrical productions. One can imagine the splendor 

and thrill when Corbetta himself strolled onto stage leading a group of 

guitarists in the premiere of Lully's Ballet de la galanterie du temps in 1656.37 

Henry Grenerin, yet another master of guitar and theorbo, played in Lully's 

Ballet de Psyche and the Ballet royal de ['impatience (1661 ).38 De Visee, who 

studied under COl-betta's tutelage, ascended to unprecedented heights in 

his compositional subtlety and skill; he too was intimately involved with 

Lully's sumptuous productions, as is evidenced by the large number of 

Lully transcriptions in de Visee's tablature books.39 Guitarists continued 

playing excerpts from French masterpieces long after the original theatrical 

works closed - well into the 1700s. As far away as Mexico and California, 

Campra and Lully comprised part of the core instrumental literature, as 

is illustrated by the numerous "fake books" or anthologies found in the 

New World that have Lully and Campra peppered throughout their pages. 

A list of top hits indicates that any self-respecting guitarist would have been 

able to launch into Campra's "Amable" from Hesione or the Bouree from 

Lully and Colasse's Achilles at a moment's notice.4o 

-

Baroque dance and the guitar 

After song and stage, dance occupied a third critical area for guitar accom

paniment. The Italian tablature books are chock-full of dance genres such as 

the balleto, brando, corrente, sarabanda, alemanda, and giga. Their binary 

constructions place the double bar halfvvay through or slightly before the 

midpoint. The French have corresponding cousins in the allemande, cour

ante, sarabande, gigue, bouree, gavotte, menuet, etc. Of course, a good deal 
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of this repertoire is dance-inspired, but not necessarily intended for 

accompaniment.41 

That is not the case, however, with the copious settings of French 

adeux and contredanses, which are "practical" and utilitarian in 

The danse adeux took Europe by storm in the late seventeenth 

eighteenth centuries. For people of high social station, it was all 

and the aristocracy expended countless hours in the time-consuming 

learning each new dance as it rolled off the press of Raoul-Auger 

Paris. Feuillet and Pierre Beauchamp solved the thorny problems 

notation so that entire choreographies (including foot placement, 

tions, arm movement, etc.) could be realized and reconstructed 

using abstract symbols rather than relying on verbose, meticulous 

descriptions or realistic graphic depictions of dancers. Feuillet's 

system, like music notation, was abstract, adaptable, and 

sufficient. In the danse adeux, a single couple dances at a time 

dances where many couples simultaneously participate) etching out 

symmetrical patterns that are directed toward the "presence" an 

tant spectator such as the king or some other imposing royal 

new dance carefully joined choreography to a particular 

for every measure of music, the couple had to memorize the 

patterns uniquely designed for that location. Thus, it did not help 

to know last year's repertoire; it was irrelevant. But as soon as a 

arrived from France, the studious dancers had to start from 

again to memorize each of its choreographic instructions. The 

never-ending. Feuillet's press issued four to six dames adeux a 

dancing fans eagerly sought them out as fast as they rolled off the 

a sense, the danse adeux was the "rock and roll" of the era. 

The guitar \vas at the center of this fad. Countless manuscripts 

lications from the early 1700s embrace danse adeux settings, and it 

they were intended for actual accompaniment. No source better 

the utilitarian role of the guitar's accompanying function for dames 

than Santiago de Murcia's Resumen de acompai1ar fa parte con fa 

(1714 ).42 If one compares the "Catalogue" ofFeuillet's available

with the table ofcontents ofMurcia's Resumen, one finds they 

chronologically in an identical fashion(see Plate 18 and Table 

ordering would have made perfect sense for practicing performers 

time who surely would have known the year that a particular tune 

released in much the same way that modern pop performers 

a living playing cover versions of Billboard hits can easily tell you 

that a pop tune hit the charts. In short, Murcia's ResuJTzen de 

is a veritable jazz "fake-book" that supplied the necessary 

guitarists who played at danses adeux functions. 
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of this repertoire is dance-inspired, but not necessarily intended for dance 

accompaniment. 4 ! 

That is not the case, however, with the copious settings of French dames 
a deux and contredanses, which are "practical" and utilitarian in nature. 

The danse II deux took Europe by storm in the late seventeenth and early 

eighteenth centuries. For people of high social station, it was all the rage, 

and the aristocracy expended countless hours in the time-consuming task of 

learning each new dance as it rolled off the press of Raoul-Auger Feuillet in 

Paris. Feuillet and Pierre Beauchamp solved the thorny problems of dance 

notation so that entire choreographies (including foot placement, hand mo

tions, arm movement, etc.) could be realized and reconstructed solely by 

using abstract symbols rather than relying on verbose, meticulous textual 

descriptions or realistic graphic depictions of dancers. Feuillet's ingenious 

system, like music notation, was abstract, adaptable, and reasonably self

sufficient. In the dame adeux, a single couple dances at a time (unlike group 

dances where many couples simultaneously participate) etching out elegant, 

symmetrical patterns that are directed toward the "presence" - an impor

tant spectator such as the king or some other imposing royal person. Each 

new dance carefully joined choreography to a particular accompaniment

for every measure of music, the couple had to memorize the specific step 

patterns uniquely designed for that location. Thus, it did not help much 

to know last year's repertoire; it was irrelevant. But as soon as a new dance 

arrived from France, the studious dancers had to start from scratch once 

again to memorize each of its choreographic instructions. The task was 

never-ending. Feuillet's press issued four to six dames {7 deux a year, and 

dancing fans eagerly sought them out as fast as they rolled off the press - in 

a sense, the dame adeux was the "rock and roll" of the era. 

The guitar was at the center of this fad. Countless man uscripts and pub

lications from the early] 700s embrace dame adeux settings, and it is clear 

they were intended for actual accompaniment. No source better illustrates 

the utilitarian role of the guitar's accompanying function for dames adeux 

than Santiago de Murcia's Resumen de aconzpai1ar la parte con la guitarra 
(] 7] 4 ).42 If one compares the "Catalogue" ofFeuillet's available publications 

with the table ofcontents ofMurcia's Resumen, one finds they progress along 

chronologically in an identical fashion(see Plate J 8 and Table 10.1 ).43 This 

ordering would have made perfect sense for practicing performers of the 

time who surely would have known the year that a particular tune had been 

released - in much the same way that modern pop performers vvho make 

a living playing cover versions of Billboard hits can easily tell you the year 

that a pop tune hit the charts. In short, Murcia's Reswnen de acompanar 

is a veritable jazz "fake-book" that supplied the necessary information for 

guitarists who played at danses adeux functions. 
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Table 10.1 Comparison of the contents ofFeuillet's Catalogue des Livres de 

Danses with Murcia's Resumen de acompailar la parte (1714) 

Feuillet's Cntnlogile Murcia's Resumen (1714) Page [Composer I 

Scnvoir 
Le Livre de Iii Choregraphie 
Le gros ReciAeil . .. de Mr Feeaur 

La Bouree d'Achille La Buree de Chil 58 Lully/Colasse 
La Mariee La Mariee (with its "Giga") 58 Lully 
Le Passepied Paspied Viejo 57 
La Contredance Otra Giga 60 Lully 
Le Rigaudon Rigodon (with "Otro" IRigodonJ) 61 
La Bourgogne La Bourgogne 61 
La Savoye (Bouree) La Saboyana Buree 63 
La Forlana La ferlana 63 Campra 
La Conty (Venitenne) La Contij 64 Campra 

Dnnses de Bill 
La Pavanne des Saisons [1700] La Pabana des Sesons 65 Lully 
Le Passe· Pie Nouveall [1700] Paspied Nuebo 57 
J'Aimable Vainqueur [170 II La Amable Despa[ci]o 66 Campra 
J'Allemande [1702) La Alemanda 67 Campra/Lully 

Petits ReciAeils A111wels 
la Pa"isanne (1703) Los Paysanos 66 
les Contrefaiseur Contredanse (1703) 
la Saltarelle (1704) La Saltarele 68 Campra 
la Carignan (1704) La Cariguan 68 Gillier 
la Madalena (1704) La Madalena 69 
la Babeth (1705) La Babet 70 de la Barre 
la Bretagne (1705) La Bretaignee Paspied 70 Campra 
la Triomphante (1705) La Trillmphante (84) Campra/Lully 
la Baviere (1706) La Babiere. Menuet 70 de la Barre 
la Fanatique (1706) La MarTha de Fanatiqlles 71 
Ie Cotillon (1706) EI Cotillon 71 
la Bacchante (1707) La Bacante 72 La Coste 
la Matelotte (1707) La Mathalote 72 Marais 
Ie Menuet a Cjuatre (l707) Le Menuet a quater 72 
la Nouvelle 13oUl'gogne (1708) La Nueba Bergoi'ra Paspied 73 
la Nouvelle Marice (1708) La Nueba Mariee 74 Lully 
la Nouvelle Gaillarde (1709) La Nueba Gallarda 74 
Ie 1\1enuet d'Alcide (1709) El Menllet de Alcides 75 Lully/Marais 
Ie Charmant Vainqueur (] 709) La Charmant de Vainqueur Grave 75 
la Bourbon (17l 0) La Borbon 76 Campra/Lully 
]a petite Bouree (17IO) La Peque11a Bllree 76 
la Gouastala (1710) La Guastala 77 
la Nouvelle Forlannc (1711) La Nueba Forlana 77 
Ie Passepicd ,1 Cjuatre (1711) EI Paspied a quatro 78 
la Medicis ( 1711 ) Rondo La Medicis 78 
la Silvie (1712) La Silbia Grave 79 
la Dombe (1712) La Dombe 80 
l'Asturicnne (1712) La Asturiana Rigodon 80 
la Melanie (1713) La Melanie 81 
la Denain (1713) La Denain 81 

The French aesthetic ,vas not the only one that thrived in Spain in the 

early eighteenth century. For several centuries beginning in the late 1500s 

and continuing well into the mid-1700s the Spanish delighted in two 

different families ofindigenous dances (dnnzns and bailes) that were readily 
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Table 10.1 Comparison of the contents ofFeuillet's Catalogue des Livres de 

Danses with Murcia's Resumen de acompailar la parte (1714) 

Feuillet's Cata/oglle 

Scavoir 
Le Livre de la Choregraphie 
Le gros ReciAei/ ... de 1I1r Fecallr 

La Bouree d'Achille 
La Mariee 
Le Passepied 
La Contredance 
Le Rigaudon 
La Bourgogne 
La Savoye (Bouree) 
La Forlana 
La Conty (Venitenne) 

Danses de Eal 
La Pavanne des Saisons 11700I 
Le Passe-Pie Nouveau 11700] 
J'Aimable Vainqueur [17011 
J'Allemande [1702] 

Petits ReciAeils Al1Iwels 
la Pa'isanne (1703) 
les Contrefaiseur Contredanse (1703) 
la Saltarelle (1704) 
la Carignan (1704) 
la Madalena (1704) 
la Babeth (1705) 
la Bretagne ( 1705) 
Ia Triomphante (1705) 
la Baviere (1706) 
la Fanatique (1706) 
Ie Cotillon (1706) 
la Bacchante (1707) 
la Matclotte (1707) 
\e Menuet a quatre (1707)
la Nouvelle Bourgogne ( 170S)
Ia Nouvelle Mariee (1708)
la Nouvelle Gaillarde (1709)
Ie Menuet d'Alcide (1709)
Ie Charmant Vainqueur (1709)
la Bourbon (1710)
Ia peti te Bou ree (1710) 
la GouastaJa (1710)
la Nouvelle Forlanne (1711 )
Ie Passepied ,i guatre (1711)
la Medicis (1711 )
la Silvie (1712)
Ii! Dombe (1712)
l'Asturienne (1712)
Ia Ivlelanie (1713) 
la Denain (1713) 

Murcia's Resumen (1714) Page 

La Buree de Chil 58 
La Mariee (with its "Giga") 58 
Paspied Viejo 57 
Otra Giga 60 
Rigodon (with "Otro" [Rigodon]) 61 
La Bourgogne 
La Saboyana Buree 
La ferlana 
La Contij 

La Pabana des Sesons 
Paspied Nuebo 
La Amable Despa[ci]o 
La Alemanda 

Los Paysanos 

La Sal tarele 
La Cariguan 
La Madalena 
La Babet 
La Bretaignee Paspied 
La Trillmphante 
La Babiere. Menuet 
La MarTha de Fanatiques 
El Cotillon 
La Bacante 
La Mathalote 
Le Menuet a quater 
La Nueba 13ergoiia Paspied 
La Nueba Mariee 
La Nueba Gallarda 
El Menuet de Alcides 

61 
63 
63 
64 

65 
57 
66 
67 

66 

68 
68 
69 
70 
70 

(84) 
70 
71 
71 
72 

72 

72 

73 
74 
74 
75 

LJ Charmant de Vainqueur Grave 75 
La 13m'bon 76 
La Peque11a Bllree 76 
La Guastala 77 
La Nueba Forlana 77 
El Paspied a quatro 78 
Rondo La Medlcis 78 
La Silbia Grave 79 
La Dombe 80 
La AS1UrUl1a Rlgodon 80 
La Melanie 81 
La Denain 81 

[Composer I 

Lully/Colasse 
Lully 

Lully 

Campra 
Campra 

Lully 

Campra 
Campra/Lully 

Campra 
Gillier 

de la Barre 
Campra 
Campra/Lu Ily 
de la Barre 

La Coste 
Marais 

Lully 

Llllly/Marais 

Campra/Lully 

The French aesthetic ,vas not the only one that thrived in Spain in the 

early eighteenth century. For several centuries - -beginning in the late 1500s 

and continuing well into the mid-1700s - -the Spanish delighted in two 

different families of indigenous dances (dnl1zns and bailes) that were readily 
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distinguishable from each other.44 On the one hand, 

subdued in nature (at least with regard to their 

from the waist down with no upper body or hand 

sociated with the aristocratic upper classes. The bailes, 

rowdier in mood (often of a lascivious nature that 

the scandalous), were associated with the lower classes 

scoundrels, and were performed with enticing and 

arms and hands. Bailes often were accompanied by the 

rattle of tambourines, or percussive drive of small hand 

more restrained and demulcent danzas that normally 

hand percussion. The guitar books, beginning with 

through Murcia's, present the standard chord 

of bailes and danzas that were the rage in Spain and her 

The performance of these Spanish dances 

Baroque jazz the guitarist spells out the chordal 

initially strumming through the well-known 

much the same way that Bird Parker or Dizzy 

"head" of a particular composition) and then blasts off 

improvisational fancy in a series of diferencias (which 

the "choruses" in a Parker or Gillespie jazz recording). 

repertoire in Spanish guitar books, then, consists of 

(that is, arranged for tablature) of sample variations 

and complete compositions. 

For example, Sanz repeatedly gives a title and then 

or two of music; they are tasty snippets but not complete 

be shocked to see the modern-day performances of 

d'oeuvres where the disparate dances are strung 

ous "suites" that change topics every twenty seconds and 

expand on a single idea. To play fifteen of these tiny 

other and then call it a "suite" would be rather like 

movie trailers into an hour-and-a-half, visual 

ing it a "film." Although the experience might even be 

not be typical or representative of modern 

string of patched-together guitar improvisations (each

on a different harmonic progression) is not 

performance traditions during the Baroque. 

Improvisation 

Fortunately, we do have representative examples of the 

visatory art that reveal the skills that were expected in 
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danzas 

choreography),distinguishable from each other.44 On the one hand, danzas were rather 
motions,subdued in nature (at least with regard to their choreography), were danced 

infrom the waist down with no upper body or hand motions, and were as
couldsociated with the aristocratic upper classes. The bailes, in contrast, were 

rowdier in mood (often of a lascivious nature that could even approach or 

florid motionsthe scandalous), were associated with the lower classes or even low-life 
clatterscoundrels, and were performed with enticing and florid motions in the 

drums,arms and hands. Bailes often were accompanied by the clatter of castanets, 
precludedrattle of tambourines, or percussive drive of small hand drums, unlike the 

Amat's and more restrained and demulcent danzas that normally precluded the use of 
progressions for hand percussion. The guitar books, beginning with Amat's and continuing 

colonies.through Murcia's, present the standard chord progressions for the plethora 
represents the of bailes and danzas that were the rage in Spain and her colonies. 

- basis ofThe performance of these Spanish dances represents the epitome of 
progression a Baroque jazz - the guitarist spells out the chordal basis of the work by 

Gillespie would initially strumming through the well-known progression a few times (in 
intomuch the same way that Bird Parker or Dizzy Gillespie would play the 

would"head" of a particular composition) and then blasts off into wild flights of 
Muchimprovisational fancy in a series of diferencias (which would correspond to 

intabulatedthe "choruses" in a Parker or Gillespie jazz recording). Much of the notated 
- rather thanrepertoire in Spanish guitar books, then, consists of intabulated examples 

(that is, arranged for tablature) of sample variations - rather than "finished" 
providesand complete compositions. 

meals.For example, Sanz repeatedly gives a title and then provides only a phrase 
theseor two of music; they are tasty snippets but not complete meals. He would 

togetherbe shocked to see the modern-day performances of these musical hoI's 
neverd'oeuvres where the disparate dances are strung together into incongru

segmentsous "suites" that change topics every twenty seconds and never elaborate or 
stringing together expand on a single idea. To play fifteen of these tiny segments one after an

hodge-podgeother and then call it a "suite" would be rather like stringing together fif1een 
pleasurable,movie trailers into an hour-and-a-half, visual hodge-podge and then call

cinematography.ing it a "film." Although the experience might even be pleasurable, it would 
improvisationnot be typical or representative of modern cinematography. Similarly, a 

representativestring of patched-together guitar improvisations (each improvisation based 

on a different harmonic progression) is not representative of the Spanish 

performance traditions during the Baroque. 

Improvisation guitarist's 

theFortunately, we do have representative examples of the guitarist's impro

visatory art that reveal the skills that were expected in the realization and 



performance of danzas and bailes. Some of the best examples of 

realization are found in an important manuscript located in Spain45 that 

thologizes works by "the best authors." With the exception of several 

by Francesco Corbetta and a handful also set by Santiago de Murcia, the 

share of the manuscript is devoted to Gaspar Sanz's Instrucci6n de 

sobre la guitarra espai'lola (1674). Some of the selections are faithful 

of the Sanz originals, but more interesting are the numerous renditions 

depart from them. Careful scrutiny of these two sources reveals that 

are, in fact, modules that can be removed, inserted, and interchanged 

create "new" pieces. The "Libro de diferentes cifras" lops off the final 

tions of Sanz's "Passacalle de la L."46 Sometimes the opening strum 

are excised (since it would have been implicit they were to be 

anyway), as in the reworked version ofSanz's "Passacalle de 3') tono."47 

the middle of the piece, the order of two phrases is inverted. In a 

example, the "Libro de diferentes cifras" excises the strummed 

to Sanz's "Passacalles porIa C" and then launches directly into the heart of

piece. The manuscript meticulously copies the following 

phrases from Sanz, but from that point forward the two versions 

dramatically they become different compositions. Here, Sanz's 

diferencia composition serves as a springboard for a totally new creation. 

P8rticularly fascinating is the "Libro de diferentes cifras'" 

of Sanz's "Jacaras"; it reveals the rich variety of possibilities in 

recomposition. The manipulation of phrases in this type of recom

is not entirely arbitrary but generally follows certain patterns. One 

principle is that new modules can be generated from segments of 

modules. For instance, a module can reappear several times in a work 

the same beginning but spun out to a different end, as can be seen in 

reworking ofSanz's Variations 2 and 5 (see Example 10.3). 

Another manner of generating new phrases from old ones is to break 

original into two parts and use the first as the beginning of a new 

and the second as the end of another, forming a sort of musical 

th,lt creMes two phrases from splitting one. Of particular interest here is 

way the "Libro de diferentes cifras" draws out Variation 7 into two 

The ca711panelas beginning which is the stylistic link to the 

conclusion of Variation 6 remains unchanged, but the tail is 

into a rapid, descending scale. The following variation uses as its 

the remainder of Variation 7 to lead back gracefully to the high tessitura 

VZlriZition 8 (see Example 10.4). 

In this manner, all new mZlteriZiI is inserted in such a way as to 

the smooth transitions and essential qualities of the originZiI. 

Not only Zlre properties of the originZiI respected, but they are 

emphasized and amplified in the reworked version. SZlnz pushes to the 
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an

performance of danzas and bailes. Some of the best examples of diferenciapieces 
realization are found in an important manuscript located in Spain45 that anlion's 
thologizes works by "the best authors." With the exception of several pieces 7771Jsica 
by Francesco Corbetta and a handful also set by Santiago de Murcia, the lion's

copies 
share of the manuscript is devoted to Gaspar Sanz's Jnstmcci6n de 7711ASicathat 
sobre la guitarra espai'lola (1674). Some of the selections are faithful copies

phrases 
of the Sanz originals, but more interesting are the numerous renditions that to 
depart from them. Careful scrutiny of these two sources reveals that phrasesvaria
are, in fact, modules that can be removed, inserted, and interchanged topatterns 
create "new" pieces. The "Libro de diferentes cifras" lops off the final varia

performed 
tions ofSanz's "Passacalle de la L."46 Sometimes the opening strum patterns

Near 
are excised (since it would have been implicit they were to be performed

subsequent 
anyway), as in the reworked version ofSanz's "Passacalle de 3° tono."47 Near

introduction 
the middle of the piece, the ord er of two phrases is inverted. In a subsequent

the 
example, the "Libro de diferentes cifras" excises the strummed introduction

three-and-a-half 
to Sanz's "Passacalles pOl' la C" and then launches directly into the heart ofthe

diverge 
piece. The manuscript meticulously copies the following three-and-a-half 

- original 
phrases from Sanz, but from that point forward the tvvo versions diverge 

dramatically - they become different compositions. Here, Sam.'s original
reworking

diferencia composition serves as a springboard for a totally new creation.
modular 

Particularly fascinating is the "Libra de diferentes cifras'" reworking
position 

of Sanz's "Jacaras"; it reveals the rich variety of possibilities in modular
basic 

recomposition. The manipulation of phrases in this type of recomposition
other 

is not entirely arbitrary but generally follows certain patterns. One basic
using 

principle is that new modules can be generated from segments of other
the 

modules. For instance, a module can reappear several times in a work using 

the same beginning but spun out to a different end, as can be seen in the
the 

reworking ofSanz's Variations 2 and 5 (see Example 10.3). 
module 

Another manner of generating new phrases fram old ones is to break the
parenthesis

original into two parts and use the first as the beginning of a new module
the 

and the second as the end of another, forming a sort of musical parenthesis
phrases.

that creates two phrases from splitting one. Of particular interest here is the 
- ca7llpanelns 

way the "Libra de diferentes cifras" draws out Variation 7 into two phrases. 
- transformed 

The ca711panelas beginning - which is the stylistic link to the ca711panelas
conclusion 

conclusion of Variation 6 - remains unchanged, but the tail is transformed 
of 

into a rapid, descending scale. The following variation uses as its conclusion 

the remainder of Variation 7 to lead back gracefu]]y to the high tessitura of 
preserve

Variation 8 (see Example 10.4). 

In this manner, all new material is inserted in such a way as to preserve
often 

the smooth transitions and essential qualities of the original. 
climax 

Not only are properties of the original respected, but they are often 

emphasized and amplified in the reworked version. Sanz pushes to the climax 
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of the piece through a series of running scales (Variations 12 through 15). 

The "Libro de diferentes cifras" is careful not to break this drive to the 

climax, but even enhances the finale's strength by expanding this energetic 

section of fast scales from four to eight (mm. 66-96). 

Only changes in vibrato and register distinguish two other variations 

from being identical twins (Example 10.5). 

This example, and the previous ones, demonstrate decisively that a difer
erzcia composition is not comprised of inviolable measures in a highly rigid 

order. Instead, it can be viewed as a smorgasbord of phrases that can be 

dropped off the menu at will- or can be supplanted with new phrases if so 

desired. A guitarist, then, would be expected to be fresh, original, and new; 

he or she would realize a particular baiZe or darzza in different way with each 

performance opportunity. 

The social world of the baroque guitar 

The revolution in musical styles that we have already examined the shift 

from a horizontal and melodic perspective to a vertical and harmonic one 

occurred simultaneously with socio-political shifts in perspective that were 

to rock society and shake the foundations of the privileged, aristocratic 

system. The guitar is one of the few instruments that saw itself climb up the 

social ladder, from a relatively low stature in the early Baroque to acceptance 

in high society by the late years of that epoch. In the early 1600s, it was 

considered the popular instrument of amateurs or lmv-lifes. Luis Bric;:eno, 

in the preface to his Metoda l11Ui faciZissinw, defends his beloved instrument 

against its detractors who view the guitar as too lowly by stating: 

There are many, my Lady, who ridicule the guitar and its sound. But if they 

pause and think about it, they will discover that for our present era, the 

guitar is the most favorable instrument that has ever been seen! For 

nowadays, if one is trying to save out-of-pocket expenses and trouble, the 
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section of fast scales from four to eight (mm. 66-96). 
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order. Instead, it can be viewed as a smorgasbord of phrases that can be 
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in high society by the late years of that epoch. In the early 1600s, it was 

considered the popular instrument of amateurs or low-lifes. Luis Bric;:eno, 

in the pref~lce to his Metodo mui faciZissinw, defends his beloved instrument 

against its detractors who view the guitar as too lowly by stating: 

There are many, my Lady, who ridicule the guitar and its sound. But if they

pause and think about it, they will discover that for our present era, the
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Luisa Gabriela of Savoy, and Antonio de 

guitar maker for the monarchs.51 Other 
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performing [noble] 

guitar is a true theatre of savings' In addition to this, it is adaptable and accompanying 

appropriate for singing and playing, for performing [noble] dnllzas, for dancing. 

accompanying leaping steps or rUhning ones, for accompanying [low-life] 

bailes, or for accompanying [heel-clicking I tap dancing. 4s 

Europe in 

one hand, 
The fad for guitar playing that swept Europe in the early 1600s was rising popularity 

viewed with ambivalence by those who, on the one hand, enjoyed its dulcet instruments. 
strums, but on the other hand saw the guitar's rising popularity as a potential respect 
scourge that was displacing more "high-minded" instruments. For instance, popularity. 
Lope de Vega and Cervantes tip their hats in respect to Vicente Espinel (1602) 
for his contributions to the guitar and its popularity. But even Lope, who regret 
had praised Espinel in his Caballero de Illescas (1602) and Laurel de Apolosupplanting aspects 
(1630), nevertheless expresses his melancholic regret that Espinel's guitar forgive 
innovations were overwhelming and supplanting aspects of more "noble"guitar 
music. In Dorotea (1632), Lope laments, "God forgive Vicente Espinel for 

bringing us this novelty and the five-course guitar with which the noble the 
instruments are being forgotten."49 performing 

Musical theatre productions further clarify the social stereotypes that Zurdo, 
society held for guitarists. Typically, the cast performing bailes on stage- comical, 
to the sound of guitars are characters such as Zurdo, Zurdillo, Clarin, ladder, 
or Escarraman - all of whom are lovable, comical, low-class ruffi;Jl1s and barbers. It 
scoundrels. And moving one step up on the social ladder, the guitar appears decades 
in the hands of menial craftsmen such as barbers. It is rare to see the guitar 

in the hands of the ruling aristocracy in the first decades of the seventeenth the 
century. the 

But once the guitar fad began to sweep Europe, the instrument worked its Europe 
way up the social ladder, rung by rung, until it was the darling of the nobilityThe real 
in the late 1600s. Nearly every crowned head of Europe knew a few chords or close 
and had a guitar virtuoso as a personal teacher. The real watershed in this area Europe." 
was Francesco Corbetta, whose private students or close acquaintances read Archduke 
like a "Who's v\1ho in Seventeenth-Century Europe." Some of them include:Hanover 
Carlo II, the Duke ofMantua; Philip IV ofSpain; Archduke Leopold Wilhelm Anne, the 
ofAustria; Duke George William ofZell at the Hanover Court; Charles II oflifelong 
England; James, the Duke of York; Henrietta Anne, the Duchess of Orleans;place of 
and Louis XIV of France, with whom he had a lifelong friendship.5o Thedeath 
incomparable Francisco Guerau occupied a place of importance in Carlos in Spain, 
II's court in Madrid, and following the king's death in 1700 and the sub court. 
sequent coronation of the first Bourbon king in Spain, Philip V, the guiinstruction to 
tar remained a part of daily life in the Spanish court. Guerau's probable Murcia 
pupil, Santiago de Murcia, gave private instruction to the new Queen, Maria European courts 
Luisa Gabriela of Savoy, and Antonio de Murcia was appointed official 

guitar maker for the monarchs.51 Other European courts lavished attention 
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Example 10.6 Fandango rhythm 

on their guitar instructors and makers. Clearly, the guitar was no 

relegated to the gutter. 

Of particular interest is the way the guitar became adopted by the 

social class to rise to prominence in the late seventeenth and 

centuries the middle class. In the 1700s, the rise of egalitarian 

the Age of Reason and the concurrent rise of the middle class 

foundations of the ailing aristocratic system. No instrument better 

trates those social revolutions than the guitar. The guitar was the 

man's instrument. It was relatively inexpensive, highly portable, 

popular, and easily learned with self-instruction books. Several of 

tar books flagrantly brag that they can teach an interested person 

play without their having to take lessons.52 The painters of the 

Watteau and later Goya, place the guitar in the hands of ordinary 

(rich, poor, or middle class) in nearly every imaginable setting and 

New dance genres evolved that ruptured the barriers between 

bailes, and in each case, the new appeal was a common ground 

middle class, rich and poor, aristocrat and servant, could meet on 

footing. Among these social newcomers were the seguidillas, jota, 

and most important of all, the fandango. In each case, the 

strument for dancing accompaniment was the guitar. The earliest 

musical settings of the fandango, jota, and seguidillas occur in 

Murcia's "C6dice Saldivar No.4" for guitar. His setting of the 

one of the highlights of the guitar repertoire with its incessant, 

alternation of D minor and A major chords, its infectious build-up 

tensity, florid and virtuosic runs, and its recurring and driving 

the time fandangos were commonplace in the late eighteenth 

genre had developed a cliche rhythm that was inextricably 

it (Example 10.6). 

The fandango became the most beloved dance in early 

tory; countless depictions from the nineteenth century show the locals 

ing up a storm to the sounds of guitars and castanets, and the 

often reads "fandango." What better dance than the fandango to 

the rugged California spirit of the ral1cho period where success 

largely on self-reliance, independence, hard work, and a solid work 

all values that reflect middle-class values as opposed to aristocratic 

Not surprisingly, then, the fandango became the norm rather than 

and stuffier dlll1zas. 
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indicators that Mozart and his librettist da Ponte select 

social revolution in their subversive opera The 
When the servant Figaro sings the memorable aria "Se 

Act I, he spells out the entire thesis of the plot, and he 

central metaphor for lower-class supremacy over the 

a self-indulgent aristocracy. Figaro, who sees through 

of the Count to bed his wife's maid and Figaro's fiancee 

disgust that his employer the Count will have to match 

than Figaro himself, the servant. Mozart's and Da 

my dear Count you want to go dancing, then 1 will 

gllitar!"S4 Social turmoil is subtly but unmistakably 

lines. It is the lower-class barber Figaro with his 

call the shots and play the tune, and the aristocratic 

step to the music that the servant chooses. Brilliantly, to 

Mozart disrupts the noble minuet rhythm that had 

ballare" and then metaphorically trips the Count up by 

of a contredanse rhythm, a style associated more with 

with the aristocracy. Thus the servant's contredanse 

aristocrat's minuet. 

In the finale to Act III of Figaro, Susanna sets a trap 

Count by dropping a sealed note of feigned love for him 

ing. She supposedly will meet him in the garden for a 

all know it will be his wife the Countess - not Susanna -

for the faithless man. So, how does Mozart choose to 

note delivered? First, he opens the finale with a march 

ity and high station of the Count and Countess, which 

by a contredanse sung by peasant girls and the local 

then abruptly cut short by the strains of a fandango, and 

appealing genre one associated with the guitar that 

as the meeting ground for Susanna and the Count. 

scene by presenting the two classes as separate, 

servant girl would have been stepping above her station 

if she were to participate in the regal, majestic march 

Similarly, the Count would never have stooped to 

peasant dance. But finally, the new genre of the fandango 

where both nobles and peasants could participate; it is 

Thus, it is during this fandango that Susanna has the 

access to her master, the Count, and deliver the feigned 

that is so instrumental to the protagonists' scheming. 

the first moment in the finale where the two class 

interacted. Significantly, one finds the traditional and 
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It is significant that the guitar - and the fandango - are the musicalwhen 

Marriage ofindicators that Mozart and his librettist da Ponte select when they cook up 
vuolsocial revolution in their subversive opera The Marriage of Figaro (1786). 

usesWhen the servant Figaro sings the memorable aria "Se vuol ballare" early in 

Act 1, he spells out the entire thesis of the plot, and he uses the guitar as thearrogant 

the shallow central metaphor for lower-class supremacy over the arrogant excesses of 

a self-indulgent aristocracy. Figaro, who sees through the shallow attempts Susanna, 

witsof the Count to bed his wife's maid and Figaro's fiancee Susanna, sings in 

Ponte's libretto disgust that his employer the Count will have to match wits with none other 

play the than Figaro himself, the servant. Mozart's and Da Ponte's libretto runs, "If 

engenderedmy dear Count you want to go dancing, then I will play the music on my 
- handy guitarguitar!"54 Social turmoil is subtly but unmistakably engendered in those 

Count willlines. It is the lower-class barber Figaro - with his handy guitar - who will 

call the shots and play the tune, and the aristocratic Count will have to keepreinforce 

begun thestep to the music that the servant chooses. Brilliantly, to reinforce his point, 

the suddenMozart disrupts the noble minuet rhythm that had begun the aria "Se vuol 

the middleballare" and then metaphorically trips the Count up by the sudden intrusion 

literallyof a contredanse rhythm, a style associated more with the middle class than 

with the aristocracy. Thus the servant's contredanse literally drives out the 

aristocrat's minuet. for the 

In the finale to Act III of Figa ro, Susanna sets a trap for the unsuspectingto find 

midnightCount by dropping a sealed note of feigned love for him to find while danc

ing. She supposedly will meet him in the garden for a midnight tryst, but wewho 

all know it will be his wife the Countess - not Susanna - who will be waiting get 

that reflectsfor the faithless man. So, how does Mozart choose to get this clandestine 

note delivered? First, he opens the finale with a march that reflects the nobilin turn 

servants.ity and high station of the Count and Countess, which in turn is disrupted 

by a contredanse sung by peasant girls and the local servants. This, too, isit is 

- - Mozartthen abruptly cut short by the strains of a fandango, and it is this universally 

appealing genre - one associated with the guitar - Mozart hasthat Mozart cleverly uses 

as the meeting ground for Susanna and the Count. Mozart has prepared the 

scene by presenting the two classes as separate, non -overla pping entities. A in an 

that begins 

non-overlapping 

servant girl would have been stepping above her station in an egregious way 

if she were to participate in the regal, majestic march that begins the scene. 

Similarly, the Count would never have stooped to dancing to the subsequent is 
peasant dance. But finally, the new genre of the fandango is a meeting placethe 
where both nobles and peasants could participate; it is the great equalizer. opportunity 
Thus, it is during this fandango that Susanna has the opportunity to gain confession 

The fandango 

dancing to 

access to her master, the Count, and deliver the feigned confession of love 

that is so instrumental to the protagonists' scheming. The fandango marks 

the first moment in the finale where the two class structures could havemost 
interacted. Significantly, one finds the traditional and most representative 

structures 
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rhythm of the fandango (articulated in m. 444) as the unifying 

feature of Mozart's fandango as well. 

Cross-cultural aspects of the baroque guitar 

In addition to reflecting aspects of class and social structure, the 

provides a mirror for changes in the ethnic and cultural tapestry of

civilization in the Baroque era. Before the late Renaissance, the 

continents were relatively isolated from each other, but that 

ever in the 1500s and 1600s with the rapid proliferation of European 

on territory across the globe. The Portuguese, the first out of the 

blocks, explored the coast ofAfrica by solving the thorny problem of

navigate in the Southern hemisphere (a frightening prospect 

it necessitated crossing the Equator and losing sight of the Pole 

Spanish were soon to follow, and then the Italians. By the 1600s, 

the European powers had constructed respectable navies and were 

claims to most of the Americas, Africa, Asia, and eventually 

the South Pacific. The great land grab was on. Once again, the 

carried along on naval vessels as a rule or even on overland 

and it was one of the first instruments to be brought ashore in 

Not surprisingly, then, the guitar ended up as one of the 

ingredients in cultural hybrids that thrust together people and 

from various continents. 

Beginning with the first voyages to the Americas, the guitar was 

diers' and evangelists' true companion.55 With each new territorial 

the Spanish brought with them this highly portable instrument. 

to Bernal Diaz del CastiJlo, who accompanied Cortez on the 

Mexico, as early as 1568 the Native American craftsmen were 

cating high-quality guitars or vihuelas. 56 Bartholome de las Casas 

specific occasions on which guitar music resounded in the 

early as the 1530s.57 The ]ncan writer Guaman Poma provides 

descriptions that place the guitar in a rich web of peoples, social 

ethnicities, and also sketches out the earliest South American 
the guitar. 58 

It is the guitar, or its close cousins, for which the earliest 

American instrumental manuscripts are written. The musical 

compiled by Sebastian de Aguirre around 1700 (presently in the 

archive of Gabriel Saldivar y Osorio), contains the "Portorrico de 

gros por 1 y 2 raslguead]o" (fol. 20r); it is the oldest known 

African-American instrumental music. 59 The Aguirre manuscript 

a dozen other works that combine the influences of the Americas, 
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feature of Mozart's fandango as well. 

Cross-cultural aspects of the baroque guitar guitar also 

WesternIn addition to reflecting aspects of class and social structure, the guitar also 
variousprovides a mirror for changes in the ethnic and cultural tapestry of Western 

changed forcivilization in the Baroque era. Before the late Renaissance, the various 
claimscontinents were relatively isolated from each other, but that changed for

startingever in the 1500s and 1600s with the rapid proliferation of European claims 
how toon territory across the globe. The Portuguese, the first out of the starting 

initially since blocks, explored the coast ofAfrica by solving the thorny problem of how to 
Star). Thenavigate in the Southern hemisphere (a frightening prospect initially since 

nearly all ofit necessitated crossing the Equator and losing sight of the Pole Star). The 
stakingSpanish were soon to follow, and then the 1talians. By the 1600s, nearly aU of 

Australia andthe European powers had constructed respectable navies and were staking 
guitar wasclaims to most of the Americas, Africa, Asia, and eventually Australia and 

expeditions,the South Pacific. The great land grab was on. Once again, the guitar was 
new lands. carried along on naval vessels as a rule or even on overland expeditions, 

indispensableand it was one of the first instruments to be brought ashore in new lands. 
influencesNot surprisingly, then, the guitar ended up as one of the indispensable 

ingredients in cultural hybrids that thrust together people and influences 
the solfrom various continents. 

claim,Beginning with the first voyages to the Americas, the guitar was the sol
Accordingdiers' and evangelists' true companion.55 Vv'ith each new territorial claim, 

conquest ofthe Spanish brought with them this highly portable instrument. According 
already L1brito Bernal Diaz del Castillo, who accompanied Cortez on the conquest of 

recountsMexico, as early as 1568 the Native American craftsmen were already fabri
Caribbean ascating high -quality guitars or vihuelas. 56 Bartholome de las Casas recounts 

invaluablespecific occasions on which guitar music resounded in the Caribbean as 
strata, andearly as the 1530s.57 The Incan writer Guam,ln Poma provides invaluable 
drawing ofdescriptions that place the guitar in a rich web of peoples, social strata, and 

ethnicities, and also sketches out the earliest South American drawing of 
Africanth e guitar. 58 

It is the guitar, or its close cousins, for which the earliest African anthology 

privateAmerican instrumental manuscripts are written. The musical anthology 
los necompiled by Sebastian de Aguirre around 1700 (presently in the private 

example ofarchive of Gabriel Saldivar y Osorio), contains the "Portorrico de los ne
containsgros pOl' 1 Y 2 raslguead]o" (fol. 201'); it is the oldest known example of 

Africa,African-American instrumental music.59 The Aguirre manuscript contains 

a dozen other works that combine the influences of the Americas, Africa, 
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Plate 19a Aguirre 'vIanuscript, fal. 19r 

and Spain (see Plates 19 a-f). The classifications 

otic combinations of peoples and ethnicities. The tocotln, 
and chiqueador reflect indigenous Mexican influence,6o 

conido is unclear, but the term becomes associated with 

in the subsequent century and becomes one of the great 

Mexican folklore to world culture. According to the 

de la Cruz, the tocotin is nothing else but a carrido. A 

from that region of Mexico. The chiqueador is a type of 

ment worn by Mexican women during the epoch; normally 

round discs carved from turtle or tortoise shells. 61 It 

term that can mean "flatterer" or "pamperer" or someone 

about.62 Other titles in Aguirre's book imply a Caribb an 

as the self-explanatory terms panama and porto rico. 63 1n 

"El Coquis" takes us to the Caribbean i,'lands, since 

Cuba and Puerto Rico refers to a small reptile whose name 

that resembles the sound "coqui, coqui."64 Yet another 

faces with Aguirre's title "Morisca," which literally 

ish woman"; the term morisco was a common ethno-social 

Moorish convert to Christianity.65 These brief musical 

with the long list of traditional bailes and danzas that 

his manuscript, provide one of the richest compendiums 

influences and styles found in this (or any other) epoch. 

The other gem of African American influence is 

"C6dice Saldivar ~o. 4" (1732), for tucked into its folios 
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Am rican "Cumbees" and "Zarambeques" (see Plates 20 a-b).66 

dence drawn from theatri al prod uctions of the age suggest that the 

beque, Cltmbe, and guincoare One anJ the same-they refer to a las 

of African-American origin that generally roJl along in jaunty triple

are fuJI ofverve and subtlety, and are chock-full ofsyncopati011. 67 
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Plate 1ge Aguirre Manuscript, fol. 27r 

popular dance styles, the same genres and styles ;lIsa 

formance through the secular-influenced villancico 
the street, cleaned it up slightly, and brought it 

tivities, especially Matins services, Although the 
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the zarambeque) skyrocketed to the heights of popularity as a 

African-American villancico during the seventeenth century, this 

rendition by Murcia is the first purely instrumental version of the 

But the true treasure of Murcia's manuscript is the infectious 

the "Cumbees," the first truly decipherable example of 

in an African American style. The dance was banned repeatedly 

Inquisition, to no avail, but the condemnations open a window 

view the delightful fun that they must have been. The Inquisition rails 

the ClImbe in 1716 with the earing complaint that its "lyrics are 

obs ene, and offensive to the highest degree. They are sung and 

by a dance no less scandalous and obscene. They are accompanied 

actions, lascivious displays, and indecent and provocative shaking-

grave ruin and scandal of the souls of the Christian community!,,68 

like fun. In spite of this invective and many more, the wn/be 

widespread popularity. 

Murcia's setting of the cumbe begins with syncopated strums 

where the guitarist strikes the guitar top. The infectious beginning 

gives way to the main tune and ensuing flights of fancy that are cast 

shifting hemiolas. Th runs become increasingly frenetic and 

the setting eventually concludes in a flurry of ecstatic scales and pun 

strums. 

In conclusion, we see that the guitar an instrument that in 

times is strongly associated with the social turmoil in American
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1960s, and with the musical revolutions of jazz, blues, rock, 

in the late twentieth century was already playing the role of 

from its early history back in the 1600s and 1700s. In both 

forefront of change. Today, we find that subversive yet noble 
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and1960s, and with the musical revolutions ofjau, blues, rock, and heavy metal 
-in the late twentieth It'ntury - was already playing the role of n:\'olutiuna'l' 

eras,from its early history back in the 1600s and 1700s. [n both eras, it was at the 
forefront ofchange, Today. we find that subversive yet noble instrument in 



the hands of tuxedoed classical guitarists (such as David 

Bill Kanengiser, playing Brouwer, Britten, and Henze), while at the same 

we find it played by kids in baggy pants bunkering down to let loose a 

blues riff, rocking rhythm, or heavy-metal solo. Really, it is not as far 

from B. B. King to Murcia's "Cumbees" as we might first suspect. If we 

carefully, the daring steps taken by a Hendrix or Satriani are 

in many ways by the bold and pioneering steps taken by a 

Corbetta. History has shown the guitar's ability to anticipate (or 

musical and stylistic changes long before most other instruments. 

has the world seen an instrument more beloved, more versatile, or 

attuned to the twists and turns of our ephemeral society and 

history than the revolutionary, rambunctious, and radical guitar. 
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Tanenbaum and 

the hands of tuxedoed dassicaJ guitarists (such as David Tanenbaum and time 

Bill Kanengiser, playing Brouwer, Britten, and Henze), while at the same time wild 

we find it played by kids in baggy pants hunkering down to let loose a wild a step 

blues riff, rocking rhythm, or heavy-metal solo. Really, it is not as far a step look 

foreshadowedfrom B. B. King to Murcia's "Cumbees" as we might first suspect. If we look 

Montesardo orcarefully, the daring steps taken by a Hendrix or Satriani are foreshadowed 

adapt to)in many ways by the bold and pioneering steps taken by a Montesardo or 

Corbetta. History has shown the guitar's ability to anticipate (or adapt to)Rarely 

musical and stylistic changes long before most other instruments. Rarelymore 

unpredictablehas the world seen an instrument more beloved, more versatile, or more 

attuned to the twists and turns of our ephemeral society and unpredictable 

history than the revolutionary, rambunctious, and radical guitar. 




